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Newsletter and Predictions by Dr Rakesh Kumar – September 2012.

Planets and Zodiacs in Jeopardy!

Dear friends,

I had predicted sometime back that the earth's axis has shifted and the poles are now tilted more than
before. (23.5 degrees)
I estimated that the earth's axis has shifted by 5 degrees last year. Then NASA and other observatories
confirmed that the axis has indeed shifted.

Now, if the axis has shifted, then the point of reckoning of earth has changed. If we were to calculate an
angle from point A on earth, and let’s say that a star or planet is at 122.3 degrees in the zodiac. Then with
the shift of the axis, the point A has shifted to point B, which is miles away!

The almanacs are calculated for the stars and planets on the zodiac, then all that will change too. That
means if the almanacs show that Saturn is 4 degrees in Libra, then it is actually still 29 degrees in Virgo,
which would change astronomy and astrology!
This means all new birth horoscopes calculated from April 2011 have to be rectified, and transits of all
planets into various Zodiac signs will be delayed by few days and not as indicated in the almanacs.
Subsequently, the predictions will also differ now.
Similarly, all planets and stars would be in different degrees and different zodiac signs depending upon
the rate of transit. What a research and what a discovery!

w

That means all the almanacs around the world will have to change. It also means the navigation system
of ships and aero planes are not showing true directions.

w

This also means that the countries in the northern hemisphere will start getting warmer and the southern
latitude places will start getting cooler.

w

It means that the geography has also changed since the countries calculate their borders on basis of the
latitudes and longitudes.
I had predicted that too. After the Japan tsunami, it was found that Japan has moved by 9 miles in its
geographical location.
THIS is something that can be an eye opener for the world.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7151fa0b6c&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=139ada072f0fada5[9/9/2012 10:46:12 PM]
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http://ishwarcenter.org/newsletter.htm#Newsletter21042011
Think about it.
Best wishes
Dr Rakesh Kumar

w

w
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Planets and Zodiacs in Jeopardy!
Dear friends,
I had predicted sometime back that the earth's axis has shifted and the poles are now
tilted more than before. (23.5 degrees)
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I estimated that the earth's axis has shifted by 5 degrees last year. Then NASA and
other observatories confirmed that the axis has indeed shifted.

Now, if the axis has shifted, then the point of reckoning of earth has changed. If we
were to calculate an angle from point A on earth, and let’s say that a star or planet is at
122.3 degrees in the zodiac. Then with the shift of the axis, the point A has shifted to
point B, which is miles away!

The almanacs are calculated for the stars and planets on the zodiac, then all that will
change too. That means if the almanacs show that Saturn is 4 degrees in Libra, then it
is actually still 29 degrees in Virgo, which would change astronomy and astrology!

This means all new birth horoscopes calculated from April 2011 have to be rectified,
and transits of all planets into various Zodiac signs will be delayed by few days and not
as indicated in the almanacs. Subsequently, the predictions will also differ now.
Similarly, all planets and stars would be in different degrees and different zodiac signs
depending upon the rate of transit. What a research and what a discovery!
That means all the almanacs around the world will have to change. It also means the
navigation system of ships and aero planes are not showing true directions.

This also means that the countries in the northern hemisphere will start getting warmer
and the southern latitude places will start getting cooler.
It means that the geography has also changed since the countries calculate their
borders on basis of the latitudes and longitudes.

w

I had predicted that too. After the Japan tsunami, it was found that Japan has moved by
9 miles in its geographical location.

w

THIS is something that can be an eye opener for the world.
http://ishwarcenter.org/newsletter.htm#Newsletter21042011

w

Think about it.

Best wishes
Dr Rakesh Kumar

